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Welcome

The 2010 totallyTransport event was now over two months ago, and I would like to
begin by apologising for the delay in the release of this edition, which was originally
planned for a couple of days after the weekend took place! Sadly several unforseen circumstances - which have also delayed the July and August editions of the
main magazine - have pushed this back continually, but we hope to be completely
‘cleared’ by the end of the month and back up to schedule for the 125th Anniversary
of Blackpool’s tramway in September - though this has meant that the July and August
editions of the magazine have been combined into a ‘bumper’ Summer 2010 edition!
The 2010 totallyTransport event saw a lot of ‘umming and arring’ in the days running
up to the event, with the trams that were due to be used not being announced until
the week before and then this line-up changing on the day with Coronation 660
being replaced by Trawler 737. Many also hoped that newly-arrived Manchester
765 would be used, however this was not to be. The final line-up of vintage trams
used over the weekend in connection with the events were Bolton 66, Standard 147,
Coronation 304, Boat 602 and Brush 632. As mentioned, Trawler 737 was also used in
connection with the event, whilst Boat 604, ‘Princess Alice’ 706 and Twin Set 2 were
also out on ‘normal’ specials unconnected with the totallyTransport event.
Inside this special supplement, we’ve got a brief history of the now-annual totallyTransport event, and of course a full run-down on what took place over the weekend. There’s also a look at “the making of” Brush 632 - a tram that has been returned
to service in 1970s-style green and cream - complete with roof advert boxes - thanks
to an arrangement in place between the Lancastrian Transport Trust (the car’s owners), Blackpool Transport Services Ltd. and TRAMS Magazine/Videoscene. The totallyTransport Weekend provided the LTT with an opportunity to re-launch car 632 on a
special tour alongside the Trust’s original tramcar project, Coronation 304, and the
two cars were operating special shuttles between Pleasure Beach and Bispham on
Saturday 25th June, before 632 took to the prom on public specials the next day.
Another new livery seen at the event was a new advert on the side of long-standing
totallyTransport line-up car Standard 147, which now sports advert vinyls for the Fylde
Tramway Society, congratulating Blackpool Transport on their 125th Anniversary later
this year.
More on both of these cars and the event in general can be seen within - please
enjoy the edition!

Jack Gordon - 26/04/10

Editor - jack.gordon@tramways-monthly.com
This photograph sums up the ‘totallyTransport Weekend’ perfectly - bright blue skies and
a variety of vintage tramcars in operaion, Here, Coronation 304, ‘Princess Alice’ 706 and
Brush 632 pause at North Pier on Saturday 25th June. Chris Rowe
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totallyTransport Weekend 2010
Front Cover Photograph: Brush 632 was without a doubt the start of the weekend, returning to service after 6 years in store. The tram is seen at North Pier,
being passed by Twin Set 672+682. Gareth Prior
Back Cover Photograph: Standard 147 debuted it’s new advert vinyls over the
totallyTransport weekend. It is seen on Hopton Road,just after being rolled out
of the works, where it was posed for a photocall for the Fylde Tramway Society, who the car advertises. Martyn Weaver
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A brief history of...
By Andrew Waddington
Photos by Tony Waddington

totallyTransport

In just five years, totallyTransport has managed to establish itself as the Fylde
coast’s most popular vintage transport event, and one of the major players in
transport galas across the UK. For any readers who have not previously attended
this event, this special Tramways Monthly supplement aims to give you an idea of
what you’ve been missing, as well as providing top quality coverage of the 2010
event!

After staging a few events on the Fylde, the Lancastrian Transport Trust decided
to aim bigger by teaming up with Blackpool Borough Council, Blackpool Transport Services Ltd and other partners, to host the first totallyTransport event in June
2005. This proved to be a resounding success, and became established as an annual event taking place on the last Sunday in June every year.
So, what exactly is totallyTransport? Well, as the name suggests, the emphasis is
very much on transport – with vehicles including buses, cars (especially Minis!)
and commercial vehicles lined up on Blackpool’s splendid New South Promenade, with the road closed to normal traffic for the day, effectively creating a
pedestrian walkway. There are also other displays, such as models, and a selection of trade stalls predominantly aimed at the enthusiast market
located inside and around the Solaris building at Harrowside. Other attractions such as live music and miniature train rides complete a fantastic family day out. Of course, no transport event in Blackpool would be complete without some vintage tram action, with a selection of special tramcars normally in service
along the promenade, all of which can be ridden on for normal fares, and of course
Travelcards are valid.
The first totallyTransport event in 2005 was blessed with glorious weather and witnessed
a superb tram turn-out, including the LTT’s very own VAMBAC Coronation 304 making its
debut in promenade service following restoration. Things were a little different in 2006
however, when concerns over the condition of the tram track along the main promenade section saw vintage cars such as Standard 147 banned from running south of
Manchester Square. It was therefore left to 304, Balloon 700 and a trio of Boat cars to
keep the tram interest going that year. However, this was more than made up for by a
surprise appearance by the experimental City Class tram 611, which was being tested
at Blackpool at the time.

Normality was restored for 2007 thanks to new track being laid along the prom,
and cars 147 and Bolton 66 were able to return. That year’s tram line-up took on a
bit of a wartime theme, with the newly painted Brush Railcoach 623 (subsequently
preserved at Manchester) in use between Starr Gate and North Pier, along with
similar liveried cars 605 and 700. Despite a poor weather forecast, there were
some sunny spells and once again the event was a big hit with those who attended.
The most memorable thing about 2008 was not a tram, but the weather, as this
year’s event was cursed by a freak storm! Stalls were blown away, and many
potential day trippers decided to stay away due to the gale force winds which
battered the coastline and threatened to ruin the day. Thankfully, the wonderful
pair of Coronation cars 304 and 660 came to the rescue, providing some fantastic
photo opportunities to the brave souls who decided to stick it out (including your
writer)! Cars 66 and 147 were sent in early and swapped over for Railcoaches due
to the appalling weather, and Brush car 623 ran in place of an open Boat, but the
day was enjoyable nonetheless for those who were crazy enough to stay around.
The weather was rather kinder last year, and the selection of trams in use was probably the best yet. The newly-restored illuminated Western Train
733+734 worked two round trips starting from Harrowside during the day; its first public runs since 1999. Vanguard 619 also made its first (and
probably last) Totally Transport appearance, but the star of the show
was surely fellow debutant Sheffield 513. More familiar trams Bolton 66,
Standard 147, Coronation 304 and Boat 600 completed this fantastic
line-up which was blessed with fine weather for most of the day, although an unexpected downpour spoilt the proceedings late in the
afternoon.
All of this brings us right up to date with the 2010 event. Due to the
ongoing reconstruction of the tramway between Pleasure Beach and
Starr Gate, a few changes had to be made this year, with the vintage
trams shuttling between the Pleasure Beach and North Pier or Tower.
The vehicle displays were extended up to th Ocean Boulevard so as to
bring the main event site right up to the current tramway terminus, and
meaning that the event stretched for a whole mile along the seafront.
Read on to hear all about what took place during the sixth annual
event!

totallyTransport 2010 - Event Report
The weekend of the eighth annual totally Transport event started warm and sunny on Saturday
25th June 2010. The Cleveleys service was being operated by double-deck tramcars 717, 723
(later swapped for 707), 724, 761 (early run-in) and 762 (early run-in) throughout the day, while
there was also an abundance of specials being operated by a wide variety of cars. The good
weather brought an abundance of visitors to the resort, and coupled with the good weather
meant that Standard 147, Boats 602 and 604, ‘Princess Alice’ 706 and Twin Set 672+682 were all
on specials - indeed, the latter two cars were seen still out at 2300 and 2230 respectively! These
‘special interest’ cars were also being supplemented by the more average Centenaries 644,
646 and 647 and Balloons 709 and 711.

By Jack Gordon

Perhaps the most exciting point of the day, however, was a special tour being operated by
LTT-owned cars Coronation 304 and Brush 632, entitled “From the 1950s to the 1980s”. This tour
marked the re-launch of Brush 632 into service, following a 6-year spell out of use. This has seen
the car have it’s old SEALIFE Centre all-over advert removed and replaced with the 1970s
green & cream livery once worn by the class. This has also been supplemented with two replica roof advert boxes - last seen in the 1990s - containing adverts for TRAMS Magazine/The
▲ Brush 632 and Coronation 304 are seen at North Pier on
Blackpool Tram Shop, who made the return to service possible by sponsoring the repaint and Saturday 25th June, prior to starting the timetabled shutwork done on the car. More on 632’s transformation can be found later on in this supplement! tles. Scott Moore
▼ Balloon 706 stayed out until beyond 2300 on Saturday
The tour followed a similar route and configuration to other tours that have operated this season,
25th. It is seen here after dark at Bispham. Chris Rowe

and no doubt that will continue to operate during this year and subsequent years! As the tramway was still closed north of Cleveleys during the event it meant that no trams could operate
beond there to Thornton Gate and Fleetwood, and cars without transponders were also banned
from proceeding north of Bispham due to the new transponder fitted crossing at Little Bispham.
This meant that the organisers had to be inventive with their tour, and so instead a combination
of the ‘traditional’ tour with special shuttles was arranged. The trams (Coronation 304 and Brush
632) both departed the depot shortly after 1030, when they headed to North Pier in tandem
before splitting to allow the timetabled service to commence. There was a brief pause for photographs before 632 headed south to Pleasure Beach and 304 continued on north to Bispham.
From here the trams commenced a timetabled shuttle service between Pleasure Beach and
Bispham, also stopping at North Pier, until about 1700 when they both headed for depot.
The next day, Sunday 26th June and the main day of the totallyTransport events, stayed just as
warm and sunny as the previous day, bringing thousands of visitors to the resort, packing the
prom and the newly-extended totallyTransport events site - this time extending from the original

site along the south prom along Ocean Boulevard right up to the Pleasure Beach
tram terminus, connecting the event with the trams which cannot currently operate to Starr Gate because of upgrade works taking place. The Cleveleys service was
again in the hands of Balloons 707, 717, 723 and 724 and Jubilees 761 and 762, whilst
specials were in abundance - unlike previous years several ‘normal’ specials operated in addition to the totallyTransport cars, presumably due to the lack of service cars
with there being no trams beyond Cleveleys. The totallyTransport specials were Bolton
66, Standard 147, Boat 602, Brush 632 and Trawler 737, which stood in for a defective
Coronation 660 which was unable to be used due to it’s long-standing doors defect.
‘Normal’ specials were in the hands of Boat 604, Centenaries 642, 646 and 647, Twin
Set 672+682, ‘Princess Alice’ 706 and Balloons 709 and 711.
The day will be memorable for a number of workings made by newly-returned Brush
632 - boosting it’s celebrity status even more! Just days after the event, the new
transponder-operated crossing as Little Bispham was switched on, meaning that unrefurbished cars without transponders could no longer operate north of ispham. While
this had been a rule since the start of the season, it was still possible to send unrefurbished cars to Little Bispham and beyond, and indeed 632 made at least one journey
▲ Bolton 66 enters the Pleasure Beach loop on Sunday 26th, whilst
to Cleveleys and several to Little Bispham throughout the day, becoming the last ever Standard 147 sets off north. Scott Moore
non-transponder fitted car to do so! It was previously thought that ‘Princess
Alice’ 706 was to be the last car when it was mistakenly sent north a few days before,
▼ Boats 602 and 604 pass on the South Prom whilst working Promenade specials. Chris Rowe
but this was ‘beaten’ by Boat 602 on the Friday and it too was ‘beaten’ by 632 today. Indeed, it seemed like the northern part of the open tramway was the place to
be on the Sunday, with Trawler 737 and Twin Set 2 also operating almost-exclusively
between Pleasure Beach and Little Bispham loop to keep it the right way round and
motor-first respectively.
The totallyTransport cars remained out until about 1630 when they started heading
for the depot, with Boat 602 being the first and being swiftly followed by Standard
147, Trawler 737, Bolton 66 and Brush 632. However, not all of the specials headed
into depot around that time, with Boat 604 and Twin Set 672+682 both recieving relief
crews, allowing them to stay out into the evening.
If trams weren’t your thing, though, the totallyTransport event offered much, much
more for people to do. There were countless buses, commercial vehicles and cars on
display right the way along the New South Promenade and along Ocean Boulevard
in front of the Pleasure Beach, while there were also trade stalls and displays contained within the Solaris Centre at Harrowside. There was also entertainment, refreshments and an operating miniature railway located at the Centre, providing a convenient place to rest during the busy event. The Lancastrian Transport Trust, who

organised the event, were also operating a special extended version of their popular ‘Sea Front 12’ bus service to from outside the Pleasure
Beach to the regular destinations of Lytham and St. Annes, using a variety of vintage and open-top buses from their collection.
While some disappointment did come from the enthusiast community due to the non-appearance of Coronation 660 and Mancheter 765, the
glorious weather and large variety of cars that were output more than made up for this, leading all in all to probably one of the best totallyTransports yet. Although the event was changed quite a lot it was arguably better than ever - top marks to the LTT once more and roll on next year!

Twin Set 672+682 was out on specials all weekend, in the main operating between
Pleasure Beach and Little Bispham to keep it running motor first. Here, the tram
pauses on Little Bispham loop between journeys. Scott Moore

► Trawler 737 stood in for a demic Coronation 660 on the Sunday, and it is seen here entering Pleasure Beach loop, with the
Sandcastle in the background. Chris Rowe
▼► Two cars that are seemingly traditional but actually have
modern features! The newly-returned Brush 632 is in the background in 1970s style green & cream with it’s replica roof advert
boxes for the Blackpool Tram Shop & TRAMS Magazine, whilst
original 1930s liveried Balloon 717 is in the foreground - it having
recieved a low voltage system (including halogen headlights)
and a fibreglass skirt in place of the more traditional bumper.
Chris Rowe
▼ Coronation 304 was used on shuttles with 632 during the Saturday, and is seen here chasing Millenium 724 into Bispham, where
it terminated. Chris Rowe

◄ A weekend of glorious sunny weaher brought out both of the operational boat cars, which were extremely popular throughout the
day, as Boat 602 shows as it departs Central Pier with a full load.
Scott Moore
▼◄ It doesn’t get much better than this! Two tramcars that just about
sum up the tramway are Brush 632 and Standard 147, seen here at
North Pier. Both trams debuted new advertisements over the weekend - 632 for the Blackpool Tram Shop/TRAMS Magazine, and 147 in
an advert for the Fylde Tramway Society. Chris Rowe
▼ You didn’t honestly think we’d leave it at two photos did you?! A
third, and final, photograph of Twin Set 2, this time heading north to
Little Bispham along the promenade. Chris Rowe

► Balloon 709 was one of serveral cars that were operating over
the weekend. It is seen here heading along the Promenade,
bound for Pleasure Beach. Chris Rowe

▼► Standard 147 has seen regular use on specials this season,
and the totallyTransport weekend was no different. Here the tram
waits whilst the points are set for it to enter the loop at North Pier so
it can terminate after another Promenade special. Scott Moore

▼ ‘Prince Alice’ 706 has been another regular performer this
season, particularly when the weather has been fine. The tram
pauses against the fading light at Bispham. Chris Rowe
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Scott Moore
Tony Waddington
Photoshop:
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The making of... Brush Car 632

By Andrew Waddington & Jack Gordon
After spending over five and a half years out of service, Blackpool Brush Railcoach
632 made a triumphant return to active service over the 2010 'Totally Transport'
weekend. The tram had been acquired by the Lancastrian Transport Trust in October 2009, and was treated to a gleaming coat of 1970s style green and cream livery, in the authentic colour shades. The tram has also been further enhanced with
the addition of Blackpool Corporation crests and traditional destination blinds with
white capital letters on a black background. However, its most distinctive feature
by far are its two roof advert boxes - the first to be seen on the tramway since 1994!
These feature adverts for the 'Blackpool Tram Shop' (formerly 'Blackpool Memorabilia') at the front of the North Pier, as well as the 'Train Crazy' range of DVDs and
other products which are sold there. This was done in return for the company's
sponsorship of the car's return to service.

TONY WADDINGTON
TONY WADDINGTON

Following workshop attention during the spring, 632 made its public debut on Saturday 26th June when it operated a private hire for its new owners which saw the
tram operate alongside fellow LTT car Coronation 304 for several hours. This special
feature shows the tram on its first day back on the prom, as well as views of it being prepared for duty, and some archive shots illustrating some of the many diverse
liveries that it has carried in the past!
Our first ‘archive’ photograph (above left) shows 632 as the ‘Amazing Technicolour
Dream Tram’! This fantastic advert livery promoted the ‘Joseph’ stage show which
was held at the Blackpool Opera House during the summer of 1995. Less than two
years earlier, Centenary car 645 had carried a similar advert for this show which
proved equally popular. 632’s old style destination blind visible in this scene actually
looks similar to the ones recently fitted!
Like most show adverts, 632’s ‘Jospeh’ livery only lasted one year. In May 1996 the
tram received this equally striking all-over advert for ‘O’Neills’ - an Irish themed pub
located in Blackpool town centre. Although mainly red and yellow, the handpainted advert was very complex and features many small details; for example, a horse
and cart above the ‘Guinness’ wording. Another imaganitive feature was the large
pint of Guiness painted over the centre platform doors... mmm, beer!

TONY WADDINGTON
Sadly the above livery was short-lived. 632 received major underframe repairs in 1997, as well as
ex-OMO car glazing, which helped to modernise its appearance. The tram was then painted in yet
another new advert livery, this time for ‘Fleetwood Market’, but sadly it seems that imagination went
out of the window this time as the design was rather plain compared to those that came before.
This livery lasted until the end of the 2001 season, but we see it here approaching North Pier on one
of its first days out when newly painted.

By 2001, 632 was looking rather tired and
very much in need of a repaint - and this
came in the form of this new advertising
livery for ‘Brannigans’ nightclub. The dash
panels (which had been replaced prior to
the repaint) were initally left blank, but the
livery was later improved with the addition of logos at each end, which can be seen in this photo of the car loading up at the southbound Tower
stop. Unlike the ‘Fleetwood Market’ advert, this did not last for very long...

TONY WADDINGTON

ANDREW WADDINGTON

632's final all-over advert livery came early
in 2003, when it became the first ever allover advert tram for the 'Sea Life Centre'.
This saw 632 buried in contravision vinyls for
the first time in its life, with giant sharks applied to each side of the tram. In November
2004, 632 was mothballed and placed in
store at the Rigby Road depot, along with
the majority of the Brush cars, and its advert
contract was subsequently transferred onto
car 709. The tram then sat gathering dust
for five years, barely moving for most of this
time, until the LTT offered it a secure future
and a place in the running fleet for 2010
and 2011.

What a difference a coat of paint makes!
Below left is 632, back in green & cream for
the first time in 15 years, in the latter stages
of being repainted following the decsion to
re-instate it as a tram of special interest for the tramway’s 125th anniversary year. Here the tram is seen in the
Paint Shop during the annual Fylde Tramway Society depot and workshop visit; at this time 632 was being kept company by Balloon 703, also
now owned by the Lancastrian Transport Trust.

ALAN ROBSON

Following its repaint, 632 was lifted on the Body Lift where its own worn bogies were replaced by the more useable set from beneath sister car 622
which has recently been withdrawn from service. After spending some time
in the Fitting Shop, it was then on to the Electrical Compound, where these
boxes could be seen alongside the tram itself, before they were fitted to the
roof.
Let there be light! Just like the old advert boxes once fitted to many Blackpool trams, 632’s new boxes are illuminated, and the boxes were tested in
the the Electrical Compound during June. This was certainly a proud moment, as it saw a long-lost piece of history that many people never expected to see again, brought back to life after a lengthy absence. A photograph of the lights being tested can be found in our June news archive,
at http://tramways-monthly.com/latest-news/june-2010-news-archive/238brush-car-632-gets-illuminated.

SCOTT MOORE

During a shunting exercise, 632 is seen on the depot fan with its new roof advert boxes in
place. Notice that the boxes are hollow, and the actual adverts have still yet to be fitted
here. Also, a few other finishing touches are still awaited; for example, the modern destination blinds remain in situ.
More history in the making, as 632’s new advertisements are fitted to the new boxes, below.
This scene was outside the tram shed on Friday 25th June, when the tram was receiving
some final work to prepare it for its grand comeback the next day. By this time the destination blinds had been replaced with something much more tasteful for the car’s 1970s appearance, and the bodyside crests had also been applied.

SCOTT MOORE
As previously mentioned, the new adverts are for
the Blackpool Tram Shop at North Pier, TRAMS Magazine, the Train Crazy rangeof tramway DVDs and
other associated brands and products. A close up
of the end and sides of 632’s new advert boxes can
be seen below. (All: Scott Moore)

SCOTT MOORE

The next day, Saturday 25th June 2010, saw Brush car 632 make it’s debut returned to service over the totallyTranport weekend, as mentioned in
more detail in our feature earlier on. The car operated timetabled shuttles with fellow-LTT car Coronation 304 throughout the day for pre-booked
ticket holders between Pleasure Beach and Bispham via North Pier.
Our first image shows the two trams passing at North Pier - 632 on the centre track and
304 heading south towards Pleasure Beach. The trams passed at North Pier frequently
throughout the day whilst operating on their shuttles, and enthusiasts riding could
alight here in addition to Pleasure Beach and Bispham.
It is therefore appropriate to include a photograph of 632 at Bispham for our next installment! The tram is seen on the centre track before heading back south, and Jubilee 761 can just be glimpsed in the background.

SCOTT MOORE

SCOTT MOORE
The trams new exterior appearance and finish can be fully appreciated in this broadside view of the tram, which was taken at the Pleasure Beach. The livery has been applied to a high standard with the correct shades of green and cream forh 1970s, and
also includes correct numbers and crests for the era. The advert boxes complete the
look, giving the tram a true 1970s feel, and something that hasn’t been seen on the
tramway for quite some time!

SCOTT MOORE

As part of it’s return, 632 has also had a full set of matching seats
added, which was achieved by swapping seats between the various
LTT acquisitions to unify the seats in each car. 632 now contains seats
from Sunderland 101/Balloon 703, Balloon 715 and Brush 622 as well as
it’s own, and possibly even some more1
The car has now settled down to a regular operating pattern on speials, and is proving to be a popular car with visitors and enthusiasts
alike. The tram will operate until at least the end of 2011 in it’s current
form, and is expected to be the only unrefurbished Brush car to operate on the tramway. Beyond this date it is not currently known whether
the car will continue to operate on the newly upgraded tramway or
whether it will continue it’s preserved life elsewhere.
For now, though, it is operating safe and sound in Blackpool, and to
finish off this special supplement we leave you with a selection of various views of the car in operation over the totallyTransport weekend with a few more recent ones also thrown in for good measure!

CHRIS ROWE

We hope that you have enjoyed both a look back of the making of
Brush 632 and the totallyTransport weekend in general - thanks for
reading!

SCOTT MOORE

SCOTT MOORE

Brush 632 heads south past Uncle Tom’s Cabin headed for Manchester Square,
where it ran into depot. This is another view that showcases just how good the
work done to the car is. Chris Rowe

The Snaefell Mountain Railway
The Snaefell Mountain Railway
opens for the season on
Saturday 24 April
Why not take the opportunity to take a trip to the top of the
Island. There are regular departures from Laxey Station with
connecting Manx Electric Railway Trams and Bus Vannin
Services.
Refreshments are available from the Laxey Station Café and
Snaefell Summit Hotel, but remember to take your coat and
wrap up warm as it can be quite chilly during the early part of
the season!
We look forward to seeing you during the season.
The Snaefell Mountain Railway operates daily from Saturday
24th April to Sunday 3rd October (subject to weather
conditions).
Further information can be obtained by:

Telephone: 01624 662525
Email:
heritagerailways@gov.im
Websites:
www.gov.im/tourism
www.iombusandrail.info

• The Snaefell Mountain Railway has a 3' 6"
gauge incorporating the "Fell" centre rail
braking system and is powered by overhead
wires carrying 550 volts DC. The line which is
approximately 5 miles long was constructed in
just seven months and opened in 1895.
• Leaving Laxey the Snaefell line climbs up an
average gradient of 1 in 12 on its way to the
Summit which is over 2000ft above sea level.
• There is one intermediate stop on the Snaefell
Mountain Railway which is at the Bungalow
where the track crosses the world famous Isle
of Man TT Races Course.
• From the Summit, on a clear day, you can get
a spectacular view of seven kingdoms which
are Mann, England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales,
Heaven and Sea.

See you next year!

totallyTransport
26th June 2011

